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Julia Malcolm saw too many walnuts

A Homemade Harvester To Be Proud Of

Neville and Aynsley Gurr have a 550 tree walnut orchard just south of Burnham in
Canterbury.
Neville put this harvester together himself with the help of a friend in Palmerston
North.
The  base of the machine is a three wheel Jacobsen mower that Neville bought for
$500. For the money he got the three hydraulic motors that drive the sweeping
brush, the pickup and the conveyor as well as all the other things like the seat, motor
frame and wheels etc. Neville says that it is an ideal base to build the machine on. 
The 1200mm wide pickup uses the same type of rotating rubber finger system as the
Rousset and Feucht machines and his friend in Palmerston North has the design
templates for this so a copy could be built.
The machine uses ducted airflow from a permanently mounted leaf blower to remove
leaves and rubbish.
All in all a nice machine and it cost less than $10,000. Great work Neville.
You can Email Neville here

mailto:gurr.n.a@xtra.co.nz?subject=Your%20Walnut%20Harvester




Video of Neville's Machine In Action



Capable German Harvester

Alan Robinson At The Controls Of The Feucht OB100A 
 
Adrian and Alan Robinson have 1000 Rex and Meyric trees on their property at

https://youtu.be/LwxojXCIGlI


Halkett Road near West Melton. They are extremely pleased with the capabilities of
their Feucht Obsttechnik harvester and the washing and drying equipment that
arrived from Germany last season, but was only really put through its paces this year.
At a cost of about 22,000 euros this machine gives a lot of capability for the money. 
You can Email Alan and Adrian here

Video - Alan and Adrian Robinson's Harvester

Interested in Feucht Obsttechnik Machines? 

Basil and Trudi Meyer speak fluent German and they can act as contacts with Feucht.
They are in Europe at the moment and will be visiting the factory. If you're interested in
these machines you can contact Basil after they come back on the 11th of July. Email Basil
and Trudi here
The Meyers were the first to bring a Feucht machine to New Zealand 

mailto:alanj.robinson@slingshot.co.nz?subject=Your%20Harvester
https://youtu.be/BWQGAkTQGHk
mailto:t.meyer@xtra.co.nz?subject=Feucht%20Equipment


New Machine On Basil Meyer's Big Delivery Trailer

The web site for Feucht Obsttechnik is https://www.feucht-obsttechnik.de/en/

A Comparison of Small Harvesting Systems 

https://www.feucht-obsttechnik.de/en/


Tim Armitage tells his story about small harvesters. 
In March, 2019 the smallest self-propelled walnut harvester that we could find arrived at
our place. So here is our report on the relative merits of the three types of harvester that
we are using.
But first some details. We have 241 mature walnut trees (most more than twenty years old)
in a 10m x 10m pattern in four blocks over about three hectares. Our estimate is that the
annual nut fall exceeds ten tonnes.
Over the years, we have built up our resources to meet the increasing volume of nuts we
have harvested, but we have not spent anything like the multiples of $10,000 required to
harvest and process 100% of the nut fall. So, much of the nut fall is mown into the ground!
We have graduated from hand pick-up, through hand harvesters to an amazing 940mm
wide Bag-A-Nut harvester towed alongside one of our ride-on mowers.
Being cautious people (Walnut farmers – “cautious” – really?), we decided to invest in the
smallest self-propelled, walk-behind harvester. The rationale was that it was better to
invest small in case the technology proved disappointing in our particular environment.
For us, the 2019 harvest arrived later than usual. (A blessing, because we were late as
usual preparing for it - building our first drying boxes, and making other changes to our
washing and sorting process.) However, it was overwhelmingly fast! 
The Trial
When conditions returned to ‘the usual’, we took time out to conduct a trial of the relative
merits of our Bag-A-Nut (known as “Zac” after the ride-on mower towing it) and Jürgen –
the new machine. The latter is an OB50 designed and manufactured by Jürgen Feucht
of Feucht Obsttechnik GmbH in Germany.
The trial consisted of using each machine to harvest under a line of five trees for each
machine. The lines of trees were all Rex and in close proximity to ensure a relatively
similar density of nuts. Once the machines had done their pick-up, we used hand
harvesters to pick up the residual nuts. This meant that we could calculate both the speed
and efficiency of each machine. A sample of the nuts was then weighed, washed, allowed
to drip-dry for ten minutes and weighed again. This provided an estimate of the amount of
debris each machine picked up. Finally, we measured the time it took to wash and sort
about two hours’ pick-up from each machine.
The Results of the Trial
The results are summarised in the table. They show that (for us) Jürgen is easily the best
option overall. Slower on pick-up than Zac, but allowing much faster washing and sorting
because it picks up far less debris. Using a hand harvester is not far behind Zac in overall
performance.
We will continue to refine Washington (Our washing machine that is capable of washing a
tonne of nuts each day.) and the sorting process. However, our sensitivity analysis of the
trial results shows that Jürgen’s overall performance will remain superior even if we can
double the output of the washing and sorting process. (An unlikely aspiration.)



The Limitation
Jürgen’s pick-up capacity of approximately 80kg each hour means that we would have to
be operating it for up to about six to eight hours each day to pick up 100% of our usual nut
fall. We aim to pick up in the mornings and wash in the afternoons. So our limit is about
four hours for picking up each day. (There are usually two or three of us ‘on the job’.)
The Conclusion
Jürgen (an OB50 harvester – the smallest offered by Feucht Obsttechnik GmbH in
Germany) is suitable for a small farm of about 100 walnut trees or for a new farm with a
total annual pick-up under five tonnes. More than that would require a larger machine,
more people at harvest or working longer hours to achieve total pick-up.  
We plan to use Jürgen for the next one or two years, and then trade up to a larger ride-on
version. This will give us time to increase our drying and sorting resources to meet the
increased demand.
But wait….. Some Thoughts
We have some ‘rogue trees’ (such as Wilson’s Wonder and Dublin’s Glory) in our
otherwise neat rows of Meyric or Rex. Jürgen’s flexibility enables us to miss out those trees
and limit the pick-up to a single variety. (One day – if allowed – I will do a “George
Washington” on the ‘rogue trees’.) Meanwhile, Zac does not distinguish between ‘rogue’
and ‘real’. This is one of the reasons for the slower washing and sorting.
Using Zac is physically and mentally exhausting! In wet conditions, we are constantly
having to clamber off the mower to clear debris from the Bag-A-Nut. Lifting the filled
collection baskets (each up to 15kg) includes a tripping hazard. (Check my damaged
finger.) And there is the constant threat of the side-towed Bag-A-Nut hitting trees, even
when not travelling at the top speed of 30km/hr. 
Jürgen, on the other hand, is quite pleasurable to walk behind. It has three forward (and
one reverse) gears, with the top gear being a comfortable walking pace. We readily change
to low gear when collecting close to trees. The pick-up rotor is easily stopped and started,
and clearing the intake grill (to remove any debris) is a quick and simple task. The
collection boxes are conveniently located for easy lifting.
Despite all the above, we will keep our Bag-A-Nut just in case…..  Although I have been a
staunch believer in German industrial engineering for nearly 50 years, even the best
machines can have a day off.
 Tim Armitage, the author of this article can be contacted here. 

References
Hand harvesters can be sourced through Basil and Trudy Meyer t.meyer@xtra.co.nz
Bag-A-Nut harvesters can be seen at https://baganut.com/collections/pick-up-english-
walnuts/products/36-pull-behind-english-walnut-harvester
Feucht Obsttechnik harvesters can be seen at https://www.feucht-
obsttechnik.de/en/home.html

mailto:tim@armi.co.nz?subject=Small%20Walnut%20Harvesting
mailto:t.meyer@xtra.co.nz?subject=t.meyer%40xtra.co.nz
https://baganut.com/collections/pick-up-english-walnuts/products/36-pull-behind-english-walnut-harvester
https://www.feucht-obsttechnik.de/en/home.html


 

Video - Tim and Cherry Armitage's Feucht OB50
Harvester

Serious About Mechanical Harvesters?
As well as the machines shown here you should also consider AMB Rousset machines.
They have new improved small machines. See AMB Rousset Web Site 

https://gallery.mailchimp.com/d850f6f3b481ea2df19307255/images/567ac2b1-820f-40ae-96e6-17ddc2724945.png
https://youtu.be/pq_lZBgbLXA
https://www.amb-rousset.com/en/


The local agent is Andrew Horsbrugh

Bag-A-Nut Problems?
If you've got problems with Bag-A-Nut harvesters picking up too many leaves etc you might
like to consider adding a leaf blower.  (Like the one on Neville Gurr's harvester) 

Our harvester uses a Bag-A-Nut pickup and a fan that blows leaves away both in front of
the machine and after they're picked up. Although it's not perfect we have succesfully
harvested nine tonnes or more in each of the last three seasons with this system.
Nelson Hubber

Ducted air jets that blow leaves and rubbish away from the front of the Bag-A-Nut
pick up system on our harvester. Can be tricky to control as it can blow nuts away as
well. 

Keep Saturday the 24th of August free for AGM
AGM, Two Fat Possums, West Melton, 5pm
More information to come. 

Interesting Information from The United States Department of Agriculture.
(August 31, 2018 report)

mailto:andrew.horsbrugh@tunlaw.co.nz?subject=Rousset%20Machines
mailto:nelsonhubber@gmail.com?subject=Bower%20on%20Bag%20A%20Nut


The forecast production of the 2018 Californian harvest (spring our time) was
10% better than 2017. A total of 690,000 tons. (625,957 metric tonnes) 
Harvested from 350,000 acres meaning that the average production is 1.97
tons per acre. (or 4.41 tonnes per hectare)
In 2017 the average price was US$2530.00. (or $NZ3462.52 per Tonne =
NZ$3.46 per kg)
They have a standard protocol for measuring the nuts per tree and in 2018 for
the state of California this averaged 1176 nuts per tree. In 2009 it was 1523.
In 2018 the average in-shell weight per nut was 22.3grams. The in shell cross
measurement was 33.1mm and average in-shell length was 38.1mm

The 2019 Harvest - Dave Malcolm



Harvest Report – David and Julia Malcolm

Our harvest began on the 1st of April with both Rex and Meyric dropping at the same time.
(Usually Meyric starts falling first). As usual a lot of small and diseased nuts dropped first. 
The nuts were harvested with nut rollers and a Bag a Nut harvester attached alongside the
ride on mower. This year the trees started losing their leaves early and a leaf blower was
used to remove most of the leaves before harvesting the nuts. These leaves made using
the Bag a Nut harvester time consuming as a lot of leaves were picked up as well as
walnuts.
This year we graded by sight all walnuts before they were washed. We decided on three
grades: large walnuts with no black marks greater than about 26mm. These will be sent to
Walnuts NZ cooperative. The second grade was smaller walnuts, less than 26mm, with no
black marks, which we will keep ourselves. The third grade was any walnuts with black
marks on the shell which we will feed to our pigs.
Apart from a few days of rain the weather remained dry which allowed for good drying
conditions. Our drying bins used fan forced air from two 750W carpet dryers with no heat
added. The nuts were dried to 9% moisture usually in 2 to 3 days depending on the outside
temperature and humidity. 
There were two weeks (21April to 4May) where most of the nuts were harvested. On one
day we harvested 30 fish bins or about 450kg! For our 270 trees this required 6 people to
harvest, grade and wash the nuts. For most of the harvest, 4 people worked for 4 hours
each day to harvest, grade and wash the nuts.
The last nuts were harvested on the 6thMay. We estimate our total harvest to be 2800kg,
of which 2000kg of Rex (two thirds of our trees are Rex) and 600kg of Meyric and 200kg of
Tehama. 

Why Does One Orchard Average 2kg Per Tree And
Another 11.4kg?
In Canterbury we notice huge differences in orchard production from trees of a similar age.
Dave Malcolm is going to contact you to collect data about this and it would be great if you
can help him out so that we can try to get to the bottom of the production question.
Once Dave has collected some data there will be a seminar to digest the information and
also to more fully understand the material from David McNeil's February 2019 Seminar.  
You can see our report on Professsor David McNeil's seminar in our last newsletter. 

https://nzwig.files.wordpress.com/2019/02/nzwig-february-2019-newsletter.pdf


Living Earth Compost is being used on some larger walnut orchards. Particularly
Organic ones.
(Warning, take care. In New Zealand compost is a serious source of Legionnaires
disease. More Info Here)

Recollections About
Our Cultivars
by Ian Sheerin

Taste Panel
About 25 years ago, a tasting panel was organized by food technology staff  at Lincoln
University with the aim of determining people’s  taste preferences for selected NZ walnut

https://walnuts.org.nz/articles/legionnaires-disease-warning-take-precautions-with-compost/


cultivars. These cultivars had been previously selected and were being trialled as the most
promising NZ selections for a commercial walnut industry. Rex and Meyric were included
with others such as 151, 150, Stan, Franquette, NZ Purple, Dublin’s Glory etc.
The taste panel was held on one evening when about 40-50 people were invited to
participate in a “blind” tasting. The evening was well organized. People were grouped into
groups of 6 or so and we all sat around tables tasting previously shelled walnuts, which
were identified by code numbers (not names) so you couldn’t really tell which varieties
were which. We were all asked to rate the different cultivars on different criteria such as
taste, colour, appearance, any aftertaste etc. Likert scales were used which is a scientific
way in which people can score the cultivars against each criteria. These scores could  then
be used to rank the nuts, in a way that reflected a cross-section of people who participated
in the tasting.  The scoring was done by each participant independently so that in theory
they would not be biased by what someone else might say. My recollection was that Stan
came out as the most preferred nut (it was known as BLE300 back then). Rex, Meyric and
NZ Purple all rated quite well on taste. On reflection, we thought that people may have
rated Stan highly because of its appearance (as well as taste) ie it is bigger, has a nice
shape and a light colour.
Was this tasting panel the reason for so much planting of Rex and Meyric?
The answer is “No”. Other research was being carried out by David McNeill who at that
time was at Lincoln University. David trialled selected cultivars and compared them on
various criteria including yield, shell seal, crack-out %, nut size etc. Rex,  Meyric and NZ
Purple  were identified as being among the most promising. The Cracker of a Nut company
subsequently found that most of the early volume came from plantings of Rex ie it came
into fruiting earlier than other cultivars. That seemed the main reason that people planted
Rex. Since then we’ve found that Stan is less productive than Rex (although the nuts are
better). Also, Dublin’s Glory is susceptible to blight. We’ve also learned that Rex is prone to
late frosts although most seasons it still produces good crops.
 
Ian Sheerin
May 2019.

Basil Meyer sent us two links to information about the health benefits of walnuts.
They are;
Tree Nut Intake Relates To Lower Mortality.  Read Full Report
Walnuts Improve Central Blood Pressure And Serum Lipids Read More

The links have also been put on our walnutsplease.nz web site. There's lots more
"walnut superfood" information there. See http://walnutsplease.nz/walnut-superfood/

https://academic.oup.com/ije/article/44/3/1038/631474
https://www.ahajournals.org/doi/10.1161/JAHA.118.011512
http://walnutsplease.nz/walnut-superfood/


Nuts 'n May - A Wanganui Orchard



Diana & Walter Loader on their 60th wedding
anniversary

Nuts 'n May is an interesting property. It was established in 1987 in the Wanganui District
by Diana and Walter Loader and it seems fair to say that Diana was the driving force, she
loves the trees.
Diana has a strong personality and she made a great contribution to discussions at NZWIG
committee meetings during the years that she was a member. (Joining the meetings by
conference phone) She attended several Annual General Meetings in Canterbury and was
always interesed to see what other growers were up to.

The Secrets - New Ownership, Pigs and Direct Selling

Diana and Walter's daughter, Hel Loader, and Scott Wilson bought the farm in 2012 from
her parents who continue to live on the property. Sadly Scott has since passed away.
There are 1000 walnut trees on the 40 acre farm and amazingly 40 different cultivars of
walnuts and, to add to the diversity, heritage Berkshire pigs. 
Six to eight tonnes of walnuts are manually picked up each year with the remainder and all
of the Rex variety going to the free range pigs. Up to 30% of the nuts that are harvested
are also graded out and fed to the pigs.
Hel Loader says; 
"Manual harvesting with the help of 4 to 6 staff is essential because the varieties need to
be kept seperate and to ensure that all the large table sized nuts are harvested and kept
because they are what the customers like.



For drying an old container was converted into a solar wind powered dryer a few years
back . Vents at the top and bottom helped draw air through the container. We used to dry 
over 2 tonne of walnuts in 4 weeks with this set up. However with increased harvest
volumes I installed electricity last year and ran a large commercial fan which speeds up the
process so I can dry more  nuts quicker and we now fill / empty the container several times 
during the harvest season. The old supermarket shelves keep the varieties seperate and
mean that we can easily turn the nuts and check on drying progress. As it's rodent proof
we can use it for storage, but in the summer months it gets too hot to store nuts (not 
usually a problem as we have sold out by then)".
The huge number of varieties on the property means that larger nuts can be chosen for
sale and they are all sold in shell and shipped off at good prices to Nuts 'n May customers
all over the North Island. 



Photos
Harvest time, old supermarket shelves in the drying
container, heritage Berkshire pigs.

Bagging Funnel

Onion bags are filled with waluts using this
bagging funnel and delivered to customers
in 10kg lots. Nearly the whole crop is sold
in this way. 

Diana The Walnut

When Diana Loader was on the NZWIG
committee she was always extolling the
virtues of the wonderful Diana nut. It was
developed on the property, originally from
a seedling and multiplied as a proper
grafted variety. Hel Loader, who now owns
and runs the farm, says it's a great nut for
their mild climate. It has a smooth shell,
it's easy to crack with a sweet kernel. Best
of all the customers are happy to pay a
premium for them. 

You can find out more about Nuts 'n May at their web site and facebook
page. 

http://www.nutsnmay.co.nz/index.html
https://www.facebook.com/nutsnmay


A 2008 Trip To Nuts 'n May And Surrounding Areas

The NZWIG trial block on the Loaders property, as it was when members visited in
Februay 2008

Members of NZWIG visited Nuts 'n May and toured the Wanganui and Taranaki area
in February 2008. Diana, who organised the trip for us, had crutches at the time. The
trees in the picture are not on Loaders property, the owner is on the right. These
trees were very old and unmanaged but still produced lots of walnuts. Their trunks
had a series of old scarification marks which showed that someone had decided that
this would increase the yield. Some of the trees were nearly 20 meters wide. 



Product Available At Farmlands
In our last newsletter we reported on Dave McNeil's seminar. There were a couple of
products referred to by him during the course of his seminar. They included:-

Ethephon, used as a Plant Growth Regulator to decrease the period between
Packing Tissue Brown to hullable nuts and bring harvest forward – active
ingredient chlorethephon and sold here with brand names such as "Ethin".
Phosphorous Acid (also referred to by Ross in the newsletter) or Phosgard for
use as against phytophthora root rot and David mentioned that it could also
be used as a soil drench.

Both of these products can be sourced through Farmlands, Contact Anthony White.
Email Anthony.White@farmlands.co.nz

Robotic Mowers
Robotic mowers are getting bigger and when they attain the right size and
capacity they will make a lot of sense for walnut orchards. In fact they might be big
enough now. A small machine operating every day of the week can achieve a lot. 
See robotic mower on TV1 News 

Nut Butter Recipe
The June 2018 edition of NZ House & Garden has a simple recipe for nut butter on

mailto:Anthony.White@farmlands.co.nz?subject=Chemicals%20For%20Walnuts
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/robotic-lawnmowers-being-eyed-up-kiwis-caring-public-spaces?auto=6002854181001&variant=tb_v_4
https://www.tvnz.co.nz/one-news/new-zealand/robotic-lawnmowers-being-eyed-up-kiwis-caring-public-spaces?auto=6002854181001&variant=tb_v_4


page 135. The recipe is not very complicated and involves roasting and then
blending in a food processor. (Thanks to Ngaire Sigmond for finding this)

Sustainable Protein, Meatless Meat and Heathy
Eating
On the 29th of May some of our members attended a Blinc Innovation Series Seminar at
Tai Tapu about how our food might be produced more sustainably and how our diets might
have to change to save the environment. The group of interesting speakers included the
Governor General.
It seems we will have to source more of our food from plants and include meatless meat in
our diet.
Slides and a video from the event can be accessd here. 
And a summary of the event here. 

For those on an all plant diet walnuts were mentioned by Nutritionalist Dr Caryn Zinn as a
one of the few sources of plant based omega 3, although they lack suitable DHA:
docosahexaenoic acid

A Timber Story

Do you have any walnut timber?

I have been asked this question many times over the last few years.

The online woodworking community has embraced the ability to share information, with
most of the content coming from the northern hemisphere where walnut is the ‘go to’
timber, black or otherwise. Pair this with the ability to use all sorts of timber that before the
availability of casting resins and epoxies, were waste or firewood.

Current trends for mixed media tables using wood, steel and resins (and stone, concrete,
moss, pebbles, etc.) has been fuelled by YouTube and Instagram videos. These give both
amateur and professional woodworkers ‘How To’ advice and inspiration for their own
projects.

Recently I was given a phone number from a mutual friend who informed me there were
some walnut trees being thinned from an orchard in West Melton. This ticked a few boxes.
My workshop is in West Melton; I've been looking for a local supply of darker timber; and
there appeared to be a demand. I called the number and we arranged to meet on site and
have a look. I met Hugh Stevenson at the gate, we looked at the trees to come out and for
whatever reasons every second row was an alternating variety, ripening at different times
with quite different growth rates. I gather sun is important, so these smaller trees were on

https://www.blincinnovation.com/upcoming-events/2019/3/8/sustainable-protein-for-a-sustainable-world?utm_source=Blinc+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=f50f29d1e5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_04_02_01_07_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_61d3fd9f77-f50f29d1e5-84162379&mc_cid=f50f29d1e5&mc_eid=40fe945d27
https://www.blincinnovation.com/upcoming-events/2019/3/8/sustainable-protein-for-a-sustainable-world?utm_source=Blinc+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=f50f29d1e5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_04_02_01_07_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_61d3fd9f77-f50f29d1e5-84162379&mc_cid=f50f29d1e5&mc_eid=40fe945d27
https://www.blincinnovation.com/b-informed/2019/6/7/sustainable-protein-healthy-people-amp-planet-event-summary-amp-key-learning?utm_source=Blinc+Mailing+List&utm_campaign=f50f29d1e5-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_04_02_01_07_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_61d3fd9f77-f50f29d1e5-84162379&mc_cid=f50f29d1e5&mc_eid=40fe945d27


the back foot and not making many runs. Unfortunately from my point of view the variety
coming out was the smaller.

The first two rows had been cut back or pollarded. My tailout-man and I carried out a
smaller log. This had been cut 18 months before, I’m guessing in late spring 2017. Next
morning I loaded the log onto the cutting bed of my sawmill. A twisted little log with
fungi fruiting bodies all over it. First the smell - not bad, kinda old, but almost spicy and
acidic. We halted the saw and Mike, Darren and I leaned in to see as the top came off, Oh
the colour! I've cut green walnut before which displays 20-25 years of very pale white
sapwood and with growth rate in NZ, this can be substantial. This was different, a small
amount of fungi salting, but the most exciting thing was the darkness of the timber from the
pith to the cambium.

It looked like leaving the walnut in log form for l8 months had oxidised the whole log and
evened out sapwood colouration. The captive moisture had also been released and only a
volume of free moisture remained.

That evening on the Peterson Sawmill owner’s web page I was all questions, and watched
some videos from a sawyer in Canada who I follow. There, walnut timber is left outside for
a minimum of two months after its cut, which lets it oxidise and darken, before going into a
kiln. It also allows the free moisture to begin to be released. This can be aided by stacking
the boards well out of level, say 20°. More support for my theory that timber should be
dried vertically not horizontally.

Hugh and Jill came for a visit at my workshop, where we looked at and talked walnut
timber. I had a sample that was oiled with Tung oil. We decided to collect the remainder of
the cut logs to keep separate from the still standing timber. These were then sorted into
turning, spoon and ladle, and saw logs. The saw logs have been cut with similar results,
some of these have been listed for sale and several sales made. A spoon has been carved
and 20 others had their bowls shaped..

This has been very interesting and I’m keen to see what happens next.

Guy Jackson

www.gmsjackson.co.nz

See some of Guy's pictures below.

http://www.gmsjackson.co.nz/HOME/




Concerned About The Food Safety Act 2014?
We are not an authority on the implementation of this act but here's the situation as we
understand it.

For walnuts MPI are not yet enforcing previously notified deadlines. 
If you supply to a processing factory such as Uncle Joe's or Walnuts New Zealand
Co-operative you will be taken care of under their protocols.
If you sell directly to a customer and the customer knows you and can easily contact
you then you may be exempt from some compliance requirements and costs.
Kitchen and processing facility regulations are not the same as the orchard
compliance matters that we are writing about here.
For full information see the MPI Website

Your Committee

https://www.mpi.govt.nz/food-safety/food-act-2014/overview/


NZWIG committee from left to right. Russell Hurst (Inset left), Hugh Stevenson,
Nelson Hubber (back), Kaylene Fenton, Paul Visser (Chair), Ian Sheerin (Secretary),
Dave Malcolm (Events, Inset right)

Tell Me About Stuff - Nelson Hubber, Editor

Please send in pictures, stories, articles and your opinions, or ask for
topics to be covered.
We can publish serious articles and growers information for you
at walnuts.org.nz
Send out notices to members for you about items for sale, events, etc.
We can feature short items and pictures from you in this newsletter.
Tell interesting tales in the "Orchard Stories" page of walnutsplease.nz
(This will build up internet traffic to our site and increase interest in walnuts).

And we can help sell your walnuts on "Where to buy NZ walnuts" (On

average over 20 people per day visit this walnutsplease.nz page)

https://walnuts.org.nz/
http://walnutsplease.nz/home/new-zealand-walnut-growers/
http://walnutsplease.nz/
http://walnutsplease.nz/buying-new-zealand-walnuts/


NZ Walnuts Please Website
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